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site map and checklist

as It Really Is (1977), reading-which

may at

(1980), intuitive poetics prevail over the "gesture' towards communication, for the content
of the painting depends more on pictorial sense, on formally resolving an aesthetically

sophical, cosmological, and scientific speculations, a cohesion nonetheless emerges . At
their simplest, as witnessed in The Ten Thousand Things (1972) and The Great Pyramid

Their distinct eclectic systems, predicated as they are on dualistic opposition, a fundamental
tenet in Jensen's aesthetic, cannot be reconciled. From this syncretic panoply of philo-

enigmatic pictograms form an armature for exercising cognitive calculus.

a recondite statement. Determined according to quirkily cryptic calibrations-the artist
himself admitted "My arithmetic is a little unconventional"-these abstruse thematics do
not form the basis for an exegesis ."' Far from conveying information or knowledge, his

with references to Goethe's ideas about color. Jensen's wide-ranging interest in esoteric
Mayan, Egyptian, and ancient Chinese cosmologies is potently manifest in such mesmerizing
monumental works as The Sun Rises Twice, Per I-Per IV ( 1973), where a bewildering
farrago of numerical tables, glyphs, symbols, signs, emblems, and diagrams is woven into

Dubuffet, and other modernist luminaries, as

to the Baltimore Museum of Art. Together th

heiress Sadie May, whose collection formed

of itinerant traveling, including brief stints in
Hans Hofmann), and Paris, preceded a twent

thing to the peculiarities of his artistic biogra
after his mother's premature death to school

Jensen's self-proclaimed position "in-betwee

and experience the relation between the me
for science since Newton, and the desire for
of being.'•

the strangeness of these systems, and henc
nification,' he posits as the central problematic

Michael Newman has lucidly mapped yet an
current philosophical inquiry. Concluding that

that will spring to life in the present as crypti
singularly Jensen's fate to advance this traditi

But "primitive' could also describe the idiosyncratic fusion of quotations from various
ancient systems of divination and mensuration, from scientific hypotheses or from
Pythagorean theories melding geometry, mathematics, and astronomy, all laminated

(in what proved to be a very different mode

artists of that era in relation to their contemp

appreciation of Jensen's accomplishment.'

aesthetic resolution.' By contrast, certain art
sionally committed to iconographical analysis
these occluded systems, offering illuminating

Following Dubuffet's and Judd's prescient st
eloquent of whom is Peter Schjeldahl, have
ultimately depends neither on its ostensible t

than in programmatic iconography.

goes beyond appreciating the aspirations of
metaphysical engagement with the ludic poe

on the diagrammatic allows the work to be p
even the most syncretic works, notably The

alternates with a more visually oriented mod
charged chromatic patterns and juxtaposition

Reflecting this prevailing trend, David Anfam i
thematically, and stylistically with tenets centr
"the artist as seer ... [becomes] someone w

(

unified whole than on decoding the individua
abstract imagery is subsumed into an all-ove
conjured from a rainbow of delicately inflecte

dissonant and unfamiliar optical rhythms pulverize or contradict any tendency to spatial
depth yet, at the same time, impact vividly, hypnotically, given the overall surface pattern.

comprise Jensen's palette are unmixed, chosen according to predetermined systems that
generate both designs and chromatic harmonies. The resulting schemata rarely conforms
to familiar or conventional ways of orchestrating color across a pictorial surface; their

sometimes squeezed straight on to the canvas, creating a thick impasto typically configured in flattened formats, often grids or repeating checkerboards . The clarion colors that

mark-making, whereby the paint is applied directly from the tube, without flair or finesse,
sometimes broadly with a palette knife, sometimes mechanically with a small brush, and

Dubuffet's allusion to an art devoid of taste can be interpreted in a number of ways.
Reference may have been intended stylistically, to Jensen's signature matter-of-fact

attention: comparisons with contemporary works by Frank Stella and Al Held are symptomatic of that coincidence.

bridging two generations-that of the Abstract Expressionists (and associates) with whom
he was aligned through age and friendship, and that of the sixties, with whom he shared
the moment of his artistic debut and the milieu in which his work first received critical

wrote in 1963 in an appreciative early review? That artists of opposing aesthetic persuasions,
from different generations and different _cultural legacies, should express their strong admiration for this maverick is telling. By his own account Jensen saw himself as a "messenger,'

Jean Dubuffet praised the work of Alfred Jensen for its absence of taste, deeming this
singular figure a kind of "primitive.'' Donald Judd focused on what he perceived as a radical
flatness in Jensen's work: "There are no other paintings completely without space,' he
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